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                  Discover a nature reserve, take part in an event, be inspired at our visitor centres and find activities to enjoy at home.
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                  Your support is more important than ever. Together, we can protect Gloucestershire’s wildlife and wild places.
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        It's easy to see where the compass jellyfish got its name – its brown markings look just like a compass! They may look beautiful – but they give a nasty sting so keep your distance.
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        This clown-like fish is a favourite amongst divers and snorkellers. They are inquisitive little souls and will investigate divers near their hidey-hole homes.
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        It’s a new year in the garden and on the allotment, with plenty to keep Sue Bradley busy as she seeks solace from seasonal sniffles.
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Over recent weeks a spell of mild weather has brought everything on early and encouraged some creatures out…
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        There's another world waiting beneath the waves. Seals weave in and out of sunlit kelp forests, cuttlefish flash all the colours of the rainbow, starfish graze along the muddy seabed and…
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